
What is Digital Centration?

Digitally capturing the fitting parameter measurements that are required for advanced lens customisation. 

What is ZEISS VISUFIT 1000 used for?

Lens fitting plays a key role in maximising visual comfort, as fitting errors can cause up to 40% loss in lens performance. VISUFIT 1000 by 

ZEISS is a system for digital 3D centration data determination and consultation. It captures and calculates your patient´s individual fitting 

parameters in just one shot for the highest precision. It is also a platform that further enhances and digitalises the entire centration and 

frame selection process.

The innovative ZEISS VISUFIT 1000 will further your competitive edge using measuring 
technology which can help generate incremental revenue of £25k+ per annum*.

*ZEISS brand driving sales revenue uplift of 15% PA. (Avg practice retail lens sales £175k).

www.zeiss.co.uk/vision

Features Benefits

9 cameras for fast measurement
Fast & precise measurements due to 9 cameras positioned to capture all required 
centration data in one shot.

Simple to use with body posture 
assistant & thick temples overlay 

Whether you use a computer or an iPad, device management is easy and fast, regardless 
of your level of experience or optical training.

  Body posture assistant enables correction of unnatural posture.

   Thick temples overlay enables the position of the cornea to be detected and the back 
vertex distance to be measured.

  In addition, the measurement is performed without an additional calibration clip.

Accuracy with 3D centration, Convergence 
control & right / left vertex distance 
determination

   Enables measurement of highly ametropic patient via the proprietary vergence 
control technology 

  Can be used with any type of frame including large-sized sunglasses and sports frames 

   Precision measurement of all fitting parameters to tap into the full potential of 
individualised lenses.

3D facial reconstruction

Perform the familiar precise centration process – even if the patient is wearing frames 
featuring very thick temples, since these can be edited out digitally. In addition, this 
benefits patients as they receive a state-of-the-art centration experience & can view 
themselves in multiple frames for quick & easy comparison.

Expert precision with ZEISS VISUFIT 
1000 - a new era in digital centration 
Fast, simple and precise to use: with VISUFIT 1000, you get a leading-edge digital centration system that will 
enable you to deliver a differentiated, premium patient experience.

Potential £25k
Additional Revenue




